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as of this writing(2.1hrs game played)..

i am actually liking this game.. even if it's an RPG Maker game..which most games by the same engine has the most cliche
story..

the characters are great.. the HUMOR is great.. the art is great.. and the combat is actually great..

this game might have a Mixed Review.. but i think it's pretty biased..

PROS:
+Great Sense of Humor jokes
+Fourth Wall Breaks are hilarious.. especially the studio itself are in the game... and their previous characters are in the
company!
+great character design
+good story "SO FAR"(i haven't finished the game yet.. but the story right now is very "cliffhanging")
+simple and easy to learn combat
+wise strategy thinking

CONS:
-bugs may occur(i got a bug where i lost my save.. i don't know how but im glad i'm double saving)
-some crashes(i experienced crashes BEFORE battles.. and i know the devs warned us about the issue so yea..)
-no voiceovers(i DON'T know if it's ok to put voiceovers in a RPG Maker Game but if capable..i wished there's some
voiceovers since sometimes i get dizzy when reading them dialogs..)

that sums pretty much it!

i REALLY recommend this game and hopefully there are more to come(i haven't even finished this game yet!). Good felling to
the game! Well made. Kinda like zelda But orignal in good ways.. This is one of my "guilty pleasure" games I own, but not one
that I'm afraid to admit to. I played the crap out of the demo on Xbox 360 (came pre-installed) but never bought it for that
system. Years later and it's on a steam summer sale and I say "to hell with it, buy the damn game" and have not regretted it
since. I may not get all the clones back, or all the secret action figures, or play on anything harder than easy mode, but I still love
the game. If you are at all a fan of platform\/exploration games pick it up!. Super fun game! As someone who's really bad at
PvP combat, I found this very enjoyable as a couch co-op. Lots of screaming on my part cause I never know what hit me!.
Gameplay:
There are two playable characters in this game and they are Nero and Dante.

Dante:
 Is mostly the same as he was in Devil May Cry 3 except now you dont have to go to a shop to change your style, You can switch
on the go. You might think this is a minor detail but trust me, He is the most fun character I've ever played in an action game.
He has way too many options to choose from and to mix and match between, complete joy to play. Of course, He has his
signature sword, Rebillion and his iconic twin guns, Ebony and Ivory. His shotgun also makes a return, Cayote-A. Beowulf is
replaced with gilgamesh which has basically the same moves as beowulf, except it adds a bit more. Dante now has a new
weapon which is Lucifer. Lucifer throws out red arrows that Dante can explode by throwing a rose at them. The last but not
least ranged weapon that Dante has is the Pandora Box. The Pandora Box is a box that changes into multiple ranged weapons
ranging from rocket launchers to a hover chair that has weapons on all sides.

Nero:
 Is a great character to play as too mainly because of him arm. It is just amazing. It opens up way too many possibilities. You
can grab, toss and smack people on the ground with it and not just normal enemies. While hitting bosses if they get stunned,
while they dont show a button prompt, You can grab and Nero will kick the boss's♥♥♥♥♥ Nero also has his bicycle revving
sword which he calls Red Queen which you can rev up to three times which will give extra damage and will extend every move
he does, The more rev the more damage and time. You can also rev by pressing the button instantly after a move to get a level 3
rev immediatly. Nero's gun, the blue rose, Is also fun but no where near as iconic as Ebony and Ivory. Sadly though, Since the
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game had only 1 year of development time, Nero's toolkit is so underwhelming. He has approximately less than half of Dante's
tool kit and that is because, since they didn't develop bosses for Dante and Nero seperately. Dante took all the devil arms and
nero only got "additions" to his arm which dont really matter to a toolkit as much as a whole new weapon.

Level-Design:

Past Devil May Cry games had a horror theme to them but this game ditches all of that and in my opinion it was a very bad
choice. The horror/Dark theme the games had before added so much to the game. Also as i mentioned before, Since this game
only had 1 year of a development time. There are only 6-ish levels that are shared between BOTH Dante and Nero since Dante
has to backtrack and kill every boss that Nero fought. Which is boring since the level design wasn't that good really to begin
with.

Story:

The story itself was really well done actually. People criticize it for being a generic damsel in distress but in all honosty, I'm ok
with it, it's really well done. Also the characters of this game are amazing. But as i mentioned before, since this game was
rushed, A lot of important story content was cut. This game was supposed to tackle how Nero is Vergil's son but instead Capcom
announced it in a novel then in a public statement. WELL DONE CAPCOM. Dante was going to have his own missions
apparently and it was said that he was going through the depths of hell supposedly to find his brother, Vergil. Of course Dante
going through hell is all speculation from the art book BUT Dante originally having his own campaign is true.

Side-Notes:

Secret missions in this game are so hard i believe its impossible. In devil may cry 3 secret missions were hard yes, but they were
still beatable and after you did finish it, You learned a hidden mechanic in the game that is going to make your life easier like:
Jump Cancelling. In this game you dont learn anything except that you suck at killing a thousand enemies in 10 seconds. Idiot
human.

TL;DR

The gameplay in this game is 10x better than what it was in devil may cry 3, but sadly since the game had only 1 year of
development time, it resorted to letting Dante backtrack through the whole game again but gave all Nero's Devil Arms,
Weapons from bosses, To Dante as a "sorry we made you back track" instead of Nero having them. This game is a mess from a
story/level-design aspect, but trust me, its one of the best flawed games there is.

8/10, I still love it but i have to acknowledge that its incomplete.. When I first played Just Cause 2, I remember thinking "This is
pretty cool, but I wish they added a way to travel faster." Fast forward 3 years: They did it. They added wingsuits. We're done
here. This game has peaked. They literally cannot make it better in any way. I mean sure, I guess they could improve driving
controls, but like seriously. When was the last time you drove a car in this game? What is this, GTA V? No. It's Just Cause. Do
yourself a favor and bind your enter vehicle key to throw grenade. The explosions alone in this game make up for the plot. (Or
lack thereof) I honestly cannot imagine what Just Cause 4 could ever do to top this. Sure it has weather and environments, but
c'mon, you didn't buy this game to admire the scenery. You came here to blow \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up. And you came
to the right place. This game goes on such a discount sometimes that it would be a crime to not buy the DLCs too. And speaking
of DLCs, eat that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up. The rocket propelled wingsuit alone make the air DLC worth
buying. Unless you literally cannot run this game, there is no reason to not pick this game up on sale for like under 5 bucks.
10\/10
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This game is amazing... if you can get around the terrible, unintuitive, and buggy UI as well as it's complete lack of explaination
of the game mechanics.

Basically, this game is a lot like Settlers of Catan. You build cities, you get points, player with the most points win. However,
this games strength is the complete lack of dice rolls and RNG that enhances the skill cap rather than hampers it.

For instance:
In Settlers of Catan, you can get absolutely screwed and play a game where the diceroll never lands on the resource you need.
In Terra Mystica, however, you don't have those streaks of bad luck. Resources are determined by your buildings. Everything
you do is left entirely up to you, meaning there is no sense of getting screwed by RNG that you ocassionally find in similar
games.

However, the game is incredibly complicated with 5 or 6 separte layers that all need detailed explaination and the game does a
pretty poor job of explaining it to you. Hell, I still don't understand how the 3 power pools work. But after a few rounds most of
the game should make sense.

Get this game if:

You don't mind one of the worst and most frustrating UIs you've ever seen.

Learning the games incredibly complex mechanics by trial and error.

Have friends to play it with who enjoy deep strategy.

Avoid it if:

This is your first deep strategy board game.

You don't want to sink multiple rounds just to figure out how to play.

You're just planning to play against the AI.

I, personally, love it and my girlfriend and I have a blast trying to come up with cool strategies but the actual polish on this game
is very, very poor.. Mixed feelings about this Bus DLC. The buses are Manual which I like, I bought the gear shifter for my G29
and these buses give me a chance to use it in OMSI(other manual buses are available). The setup takes a while to get used to, the
Ibis is controlled by a entering the line and route info on a cassette tap and inserting it into the cassette player which is different.
I couldn't get the sign on the front of the bus show the destination but once you enter the info with the menu the people get on
the bus. The ticket machine is usually that you have a drawer full of coins rather than a coin dispenser. Overall I do like driving
the bus and it on of the most unique bus options, just takes a while to understand how to work everything.. I love hidden object
games. I understand there are some items that are confusing or that you don't expect what they are, but that's the point of those
games. There's a couple of problems of this game that makes me dislike it, but not hate it.

I live in south Louisiana, so I know about the culture and stuff around here. Apparently, this game failed to capture it. Using
only Voodoo to relate to New Orleans doesn't help.

Another thing is the abrupt ending. I like the story, but the ending just washed it away.

This isn't a good game, but not a bad game. I got this game because I love to see stuff that takes place in Louisiana. This one,
was a slight disappointment.. Fun little game for the price. The Single player open world should be added to multiplayer. That's
really the best part of the game. Plus having to unlock cars for multiplayer is kind of lame. But again, for the price, how much
more can one ask for.
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P.s. Great kids game, I play it with my 6 and 8 year old daughters.. Good points:
-premise
-main heroine
-cute artstyle and story
-ost

Bad ponts:
-controls
-interface\/main menu
-game design
-technical aspect of the game itself

I have pretty mixed feelings about this game. It's not bad, but definitely not good either. To me, her good points didn't
outweighed bad, so I couldn't fully enjoy it. But i'll be waiting for their next game, I hope she will be better.
Btw, if you really like this cute art style, you should buy and check it yourself, maybe it would be fun for you. It's not expensive
to try.
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